
MR. JUSTICE GRAY, after stating the case, delivered the opinion of the court. 

The facts of this case, as agreed by the parties, are as follows: Wong Kim Ark was born 

in 1873 in the city of San Francisco, in the State of California and United States of 

America, and was and is a laborer. His father and mother were persons of Chinese 

descent, and subjects of the Emperor of China; they were at the time of his birth 

domiciled residents of the United States, having previously established and still 

enjoying a permanent domicil and residence therein at San Francisco; they continued to 

reside and remain in the United States until 1890, when they departed for China, and 

during all the time of their residence in the United States, they were engaged in 

business, and were never employed in any diplomatic or official capacity under the 

Emperor of China. Wong Kim Ark, ever since his birth, has had but one residence, to-

wit, in California, within the United States, and has there resided, claiming to be a 

citizen of the United States, and has never lost or changed that residence, or gained or 

acquired another residence, and neither he nor his parents acting for him ever 

renounced his allegiance to the United States, or did or committed any act or thing to 

exclude him 
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therefrom. In 1890 (when he must have been about seventeen years of age), he 

departed for China on a temporary visit and with the intention of returning to the 

United States, and did return thereto by sea in the same year, and was permitted by 

the collector of customs to enter the United States upon the sole ground that he was a 

native-born citizen of the United States. After such return, he remained in the United 

States, claiming to be a citizen thereof, until 1894, when he (being about twenty-one 

years of age, but whether a little above or a little under that age does not appear) 

again departed for China on a temporary visit and with the intention of returning to the 

United States, and he did return thereto by sea in August, 1895, and applied to the 

collector of customs for permission to land, and was denied such permission upon the 

sole ground that he was not a citizen of the United States. 

It is conceded that, if he is a citizen of the United States, the acts of Congress, known 

as the Chinese Exclusion Acts, prohibiting persons of the Chinese race, and especially 

Chinese laborers, from coming into the United States, do not and cannot apply to him. 

The question presented by the record is whether a child born in the United States, of 

parents of Chinese descent, who, at the time of his birth, are subjects of the Emperor of 



China, but have a permanent domicil and residence in the United States, and are there 

carrying on business, and are not employed in any diplomatic or official capacity under 

the Emperor of China, becomes at the time of his birth a citizen of the United States by 

virtue of the first clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, 

"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside." 

I. In construing any act of legislation, whether a statute enacted by the legislature or a 

constitution established by the people as the supreme law of the land, regard is to be 

had not only to all parts of the act itself, and of any former act of the same lawmaking 

power of which the act in question is an amendment, but also to the condition and to 

the history 
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of the law as previously existing, and in the light of which the new act must be read 

and interpreted. 

The Constitution of the United States, as originally adopted, uses the words "citizen of 

the United States," and "natural-born citizen of the United States." By the original 

Constitution, every representative in Congress is required to have been "seven years a 

citizen of the United States," and every Senator to have been "nine years a citizen of 

the United States." and "no person except a natural-born citizen, or a citizen of the 

United States at the time of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the 

office of President." The Fourteenth Article of Amendment, besides declaring that 

"all persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside," 

also declares that 

"no State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 

immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of 

life, liberty or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." 

And the Fifteenth Article of Amendment declares that 



"the right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the 

United States, or by any State, on account of race, color or previous condition of 

servitude." 

The Constitution nowhere defines the meaning of these words, either by way of 

inclusion or of exclusion, except insofar as this is done by the affirmative declaration 

that "all persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 

thereof, are citizens of the United States." In this as in other respects, it must be 

interpreted in the light of the common law, the principles and history of which were 

familiarly known to the framers of the Constitution. Minor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 

162; Ex parte Wilson, 114 U. S. 417, 114 U. S. 422; Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S. 

616, 116 U. S. 624, 116 U. S. 625; Smith v. Alabama, 124 U. S. 465. The language of 

the Constitution, as has been well said, could not be understood without reference to 

the common law. Kent Com. 336; Bradley, J., in Moore v. United States, 91 U. S. 

270,91 U. S. 274. 
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